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1 EXAMPLES FOR IMAGES WITH MAN-MADE OBJECTS
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(a) Original image
(b) Histogram of H, S, V channels:first row origi-
nal;second row new

(c) HSV conversion (d) Use of threshold and mask

(e) Filling objects with closed boundaries (f) Marking of the objects with green plus signs

Fig. 1: Example 121: Man-made object detection
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(a) Original image
(b) Histogram of H, S, V channels:first row origi-
nal;second row new

(c) HSV conversion (d) Use of threshold and mask

(e) Filling objects with closed boundaries (f) Marking of the objects with green plus signs

Fig. 2: Example 122: Man-made object detection
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(a) Original image
(b) Histogram of H, S, V channels:first row origi-
nal;second row new

(c) HSV conversion (d) Use of threshold and mask

(e) Filling objects with closed boundaries (f) Marking of the objects with green plus signs

Fig. 3: Example 123: Man-made object detection
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(a) Original image
(b) Histogram of H, S, V channels:first row origi-
nal;second row new

(c) HSV conversion (d) Use of threshold and mask

(e) Filling objects with closed boundaries (f) Marking of the objects with green plus signs

Fig. 4: Example 124: Man-made object detection
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(a) Original image
(b) Histogram of H, S, V channels:first row origi-
nal;second row new

(c) HSV conversion (d) Use of threshold and mask

(e) Filling objects with closed boundaries (f) Marking of the objects with green plus signs

Fig. 5: Example 125: Man-made object detection
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